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Background in music performance
A growing number of practitioners – composers, teachers and performers – are undertaking 
“practice-based” research.  In the case of performers this involves reflecting on their own 
practice (in both senses of the word), rehearsal and performance, not only to increase the 
effectiveness of their own preparation and performance but  also to inform their teaching, 
where appropriate.  While the first  author of this paper is a music psychologist as well as the 
singer whose performance is under scrutiny, most practitioners are by definition not  trained 
researchers and it is therefore invaluable for such research to be carried out collaboratively 
with, for example, psychologists.  

Background in psychology
Expert musicians’ preparation for performance from memory has been studied since the 
mid-1990s using the longitudinal case study method, whereby individual performers record 
and transcribe their performance and annotate the musical score so as to indicate thoughts 
during practice, rehearsal and performance. Analysis of these data shows that a subset  of the 
features of the music to which the performer attends during practice and rehearsal is retained 
as performance cues (PCs), which guide the performer’s attention and serve as cues for 
memory retrieval during performance (Chaffin et  al., 2002). In our most  recent  study 
(Ginsborg & Chaffin, in press), a follow-up to an earlier investigation of the development of 
shared PCs in which the first author’s recall and forgetting for a different  work  was tracked 
over the course of six years (Ginsborg & Chaffin, 2011), we explored the possibility that PCs 
could also emerge spontaneously during live performance.  While the majority of the singer’s 
thoughts during the performance of two newly (re-)learned and memorised songs by 
Schoenberg were about  features that  she had attended to while practising and rehearsing 
(prepared PCs), a substantial proportion were about features that acquired new musical or 
expressive significance during the performance (spontaneous PCs).  

Aims
The present study aims to establish the extent to which subsequent recall for the Schoenberg 
songs was predicted by the singer’s attention during practice to features that  were automatised 
and therefore not retained as PCs, prepared PCs and spontaneous PCs.
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Main contribution
Method: The singer annotated copies of the score of Schoenberg’s Ich darf nicht  dankend and 
In diesen Wintertagen (op. 14) following the final rehearsal to indicate the features to which 
she had attended, and, ten hours later, immediately after she had performed the two songs in 
public, to indicate her PCs. The features and PCs were then categorised as basic, interpretive, 
expressive and shared; in addition the PCs were categorised as prepared and spontaneous (a 
small number of extraneous thoughts was also reported).  Once the data analysis and writing-
up of this initial stage of the study had been completed, the singer did not  look at the score, 
think of or listen to the music for four months.  At the end of this period, before starting work 
on further analysis and writing, she recorded a practice and rehearsal session in which she 
attempted to sing the two songs from memory, first unaccompanied and then with piano.   
Results: As long a gap as possible needed to be left between performance, analysis and 
reporting of the initial data, and subsequent  recall from long-term memory, so the singer’s 
musical and verbal utterances have only just  been transcribed, and preliminary analyses 
undertaken. The locations of features and PCs, prepared and spontaneous, will be used as 
predictors of starts, stops and repetitions of musical material in a hierarchical regression 
analysis. The singer’s recall without accompaniment  consisted only of the opening phrases of 
the two songs.  It then took 35 minutes for her to reconstruct  them with cues (musical and 
verbal) from the pianist, and to be able to sing them from memory.  The melodies were 
recalled with ease, the words less so, requiring the singer (and pianist) to deploy a variety of 
strategies for retrieval. 

Implications
Evaluation will be made of the methodological innovations used in the study: in previous 
studies, features and PCs were reported simultaneously, and free recalls were written-out 
rather than in the form of live practice, rehearsal and performance. The findings will show the 
extent  to which recall is determined not only by what  the performer does in practice and 
rehearsal, but what she thought about during the performance itself.
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